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Abstract
In this paper we shall discuss how to treat the automatic generation
of assembly task specifications
as a
constraint
satisfaction
problem (CSP) over finite and
infinite domains. Conceptually
it is straightforward
to
formulate assembly planning in terms of CSP, however the choice of constraint
representation
and of
the order in which the constraints
are applied is nontrivial if a computationally
tractable system design is
to be achieved.
This work investigates
a subtle interaction
between a pair of interleaving
constraints,
namely the kinematic and the spatial occupancy constraints.
While finding one consistent
solution to a
general CSP is NP-complete,
our work shows how
to reduce the combinatorics
in problems arising in
assembly using the symmetries
of assembly components. Group theory, being the standard mathematical
is used extensively
in this work
theory of symmetry,
since both robots and assembly components are threedimensional
rigid bodies whose features have certain
symmetries.
This forms part of our high-level robot
assembly task planner in which geometric solid modelling, group theory and CSP are combined into one
computationally
effective framework.

Introduction
A robot task level assembly planner requires, as part
of the input, the final assembly configuration
to be
described (Fu 1987, Hutchinson & Kak 1990, LozanoPerez 1982). Even at the abstract level, planning the
sequence of assembly also requires the relationships
among assembly components
to be specified (Homem
De Mello 1989, De Fazio & Whitney et al 1989). However from a mechanical design it is not always trivial
to derive an assembly configuration
specification
that
is complete and unambiguous.
One-element
of this
problem arises from the symmetries of assembly components. For a component of cubic shape, for example,
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there are six equivalent single surfaces, eight equivalent vertices and twelve equivalent edges; without a
proper representation
of symmetry a complete specification of any type of contact with such a component
will be tedious. There is an essential relationship
between symmetry and function in mechanical engineering, which needs to be addressed in any system that
‘reasons’ about mechanically
engineered entities.
In this paper we consider the process of determining
a specification
for assembly configurations
from a design in a way that exploits the symmetries present in a
3-d body, that is computationally
tractable,
and that
places a minimal load on the human user. Our goal
is to incorporate
this planning work into a integrated
robotic
assembly
system such as Handey
(LozanoPerez et al 1987), but one that has an intimate comprehension of symmetries
not restricted to polyhedral
bodies.
A constraint
satisfaction
problem (CSP) is defined
over finite discrete domains in (Mackworth
1985) as:
Given a set of n variables each with
ciated domain and a set of constraining
each involving a subset of the variables,
possible n-tuples such that each n-tuple
stantiation
of the n variables satisfying
tions. Each of such n-tuples is a solution.

an assorelations
find all
is an inthe rela-

Assembly planning is a problem of the assignment
of values to variables subject to a set of constraints
(Dechter & Pearl 1987), therefore can be formulated
as a CSP. Such constraints
may include:
Kinematic
constraints:
A kinematic
constraint
specifies the contact between a pair of bodies, albeit
one that may not pertain to every situation occurring
during a particular assembly.
Contacts
between surfaces of simple shape can be treated as kinematic pairs
(Angeles 1982, Herve 1978).
Spatial
constraints:
no two bodies occupy the
same volume of Euclidean space at the same time; such
spatial constraints
are bounded (in C-space (LozanoPerez 1983) ) by kinematic constraints.
Static and dynamic
constraints:
These relate
to the forces acting on bodies during assembly.
Subassemblies must be stable under gravity, friction must

be overcome when necessary, and material must not be
overstressed.
Temporal
constraints:
These constrain the order
in which actions may occur.
They depend primarily
on the previous constraints.
One of the difficulties in robotics research is the interleaving of the application of different constraints.
It
is standard practice in the analysis of mechanical systems to treat the kinematics before the dynamics of the
system - indeed the conceptual dependencies and the
possibility that the assembly may be performed either
in space or on earth demand this. The work described
here is concerned with establishing
this kinematic basis. The problem we are facing is this:
Given : a set of 3-d rigid bodies and a set of relationship requirements upon bodies (implicit kinematic constraints), such as body A fits body B or body C meshes
body D;
Find:
all the possible assembly configurations
in
terms of mating features between bodies and relative
positions of bodies, thus making kinematic constraints
explicit such as surface 1 of A fits surface 3 of B;
Satisfy:
the kinematic and spatial constraints.
We shall call this the assembly constraint satisfaction problem (ACSP)
to distinguish
it from the general CSP. Each given relationship
on bodies in ACSP
is a non-instantiated
kinematic constraint
that corresponds to a variable of CSP. The domain associated
with each variable is composed of those candidate mating feature pairs that satisfy the necessary mating feature conditions described in (Liu & Popplestone
1989).
In (Liu & Popplestone
1989) we reported in detail how
to find candidate mating features from a set of geometric boundary models of bodies by matching against
a prominent-feature
library. In this paper we assume
that such mating feature pairs have been found, as have
the relationships between each pair of mating features.
These relationships
are described in terms of symmeconstraints.
try groups and are called the symmetry
The possible mating features form domains of finite
sizes, thus ACSP appears to be a CSP over finite sets.
However each solution of ACSP, a set of mating feature pairs defining an assembly configuration,
also has
to satisfy the spatial constraint,
whereby we have to
know the relative positions of bodies subject to the
symmetry constraints,
and this is an embedded CSP
over possibly infinite domains.
Besides the interleaving of different constraints,
our
work differs from that of the SPAR system (Hutchinson & Kak 1990) in that a constraint between bodies is
expressed as the relative location of the bodies belonging to a (possibly infinite) generalized coset of feature
symmetry groups. Our work differs from that of RAPT
(Ambler & Popplestone
1975, Popplestone,
Ambler &
Bellos 1980) in two ways, one is the incomplete
kinematic constraint input and the other is that instead of
mapping symbolic representation
for spatial relationships to a set of algebraic equations, symmetry groups

of the mating feature pairs are generated first (Liu &
Popplestone 1990,Popplestone,
Liu & Weiss 1990, Popplestone 1984).
This provides greater computational
tractability
and a more uniform treatment of spatial relationships, plus the ability to treat multiple feature relationships through symmetry group intersections
(Liu
1990, Popplestone,
Weiss and Liu 1988).
Group theory, being the standard mathematical
theis used extensively
in this work,
ory of symmetry,
since both robots and assembly components are threedimensional rigid bodies whose features have certain
symmetries.
Some group theory related concepts and
how to express relative positions of bodies using symmetry groups of features are discussed in the next section. It is known that in a general CSP finding one consistent solution is an NP-complete
problem. In ACSP
clues deduced from the symmetries of the assembly are
used to minimize the variable domain, thus mitigating
the combinatorics,
as described in Section “Symmetry
constraint
and constraint
satisfaction
graph”.
In the
final section we present two examples and discuss the
pros and cons of this work.

Symmetry

groups and Relative
positions

A group G can be regarded simply as a set of mappings
that are closed under an associative composition
operation, where 1 E G is an identity element such that for
all g E G, lg = gl = g, and where each element g has
an inverse 9-l such that 99-l = g-lg = 1. A subgroup
H of a group G is a subset of G such that H is itself a
group under the composition operation of G. If H is a
subgroup of G and g E G then a left coset of H is the
set gH = (ghJh E H). If gi,g2 E G, a two-sided coset
of H is the set 91 Hg2 = (g,hg,lh
E H}. For more details on groups and their applications
refer to (Miller
1972, Popplestone,
Liu & Weiss 1990). One important
group to which researchers in robotics can easily relate
is the proper Euclidean group E+, which is composed of
all 3-d rotations, translations
and their combinations.
Every element of E+ can act on a subset of the Euclidean space ?R3, thereby relocating the subset.
For
each point x in R3 an orbit of x under a subgroup G of
E+ is defined to be the set G(z) = (g(z)19 E G}. This
is an important and useful concept.
Bodies in an assembly mate through their features.
A primitive feature F of a solid is a surface which is
a subset of ZR3 associated
with a boundary model of
the solid. Examples are infinite planes, cylinders and
spheres. A compound feature is a set of primitive features.
A feature, primitive or compound,
may have
symmetries.
A symmetry of a feature is an element of
ES that leaves the feature set-wise invariant.
The set
of all the symmetries of a feature has a group structure
and is called the symmetry group of the feature. When
two features from different bodies mate the relationship of the two bodies can be expressed in terms of the
symmetry groups of the mating features.
In the case
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Table

1: Continuous

1 Dimension
(d.o.f.)
1
1
1
2
3
3

Group and Degree of Freedom

1 Symmetry
Group
(constraint)
Tl
SO2
G screw
Scylinder
Gplane
SO3

/ Associated
Lower pair
Prismatic
RevoEute
Screw
Cylindrical
Planar
Svhericab

1

when they have an area1 contact, i.e. a fitting relationship, the symmetry
groups of contacting features are
identical.
In this paper such fitting relationships
are
our primary concern. We call such a symmetry group
a symmetry constraint of the mating feature pair. By
associating with each feature its symmetry group, it is
possible for the planner to represent and reason about
symmetry in an efficient way. This is of essential importance in understanding
how features mate and what
the final assembly configurations
can be.
Symmetry groups can be either finite or infinite’.
An
example of a finite group is the symmetry group of a
hexagonal bolt-head, which is called the cyclic group of
order 6. Some examples of infinite groups are listed in
Table 1. Each of these symmetry groups corresponds
to a lower pair, which is a kinematic
coupling with
area1 contact (fitting).
Our work treats both infinite
and finite cases in a uniform way.
Consider what we can infer about the relative location of two bodies that have two features in contact.
Such a contacting
relationship
must correspond to a
set of displacements
which specify the relative location of the two bodies.
Note that a displacement
as
a mapping over !R3 is a member of E+. Now let 231
and Bz be two bodies, with primitive features Fi and
5’2 which are in contact and have symmetry
groups
sym(Fl),
sym( Fz) respectively.
Suppose II, 12 specify
the locations of bodies B1, Bz in the world coordinate
system and fi and fi specify the locations of features
Fl, 3’2 in their respective body coordinates.
By the definition of symmetry group, it is clear that if we move
B1 or Bs by a member of the symmetry group sym(Fl )
or sym(.Fz) respectively,
the relationship
between the
features is preserved. The fits relation is particularly
constraining.
If 3’1 fits 3’2 then their surfaces coincide
and thus have the same symmetry group. The relative
location of body B1 to body Bz can be expressed as:

We can summarize this by saying that if a primitive
feature of one body fits a primitive feature of another
‘For a list of imp ortant symmetry group definitions refer to (Popplestone,
Liu & Weiss 1990, Liu & Popplestone
1990)
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body then the relative location of the two bodies is a
two-sided coset of the common symmetry group of the
features. This coset is an infinite set when the symmetry group is of infinite order.
In the case where sym(Fi)
is the identity group {l},
from formula (l), we know that the relative position of
bodies B1 and Bz is uniquely determined:

This shows that the most asymmetrical
case appears
in the simplest form under this formulation.
Two bodies in an assembly are typically related to each other
through multiple primitive features.
If the above two
bodies are related by fitting two pairs of features, i.e.
Fl1 fits 3’21 and Fl2 fits Fzz with feature locations in
their body coordinate
systems fil, f21,fi2, f22, then
the relative location of body B1 to body B2 should
be constrained by both relations expressed in the form
Equivalently,
it should be in the
(1) simultaneously.
intersection
of the two sets:

p2

E flpY~(~u)f~l

(-)f12sY~(~12)fG1-

(3)

This illustrates the use of kinematic constraints
on
mating features to find possible relative body locations,
and provides a framework for determining
relative positions when two bodies are mated through multiple
features.

Constraint

Satisfaction

Process

In this section we describe in principle how ACSP is
treated and in the next section we shall reinforce this
principle through examples. As pointed out in the introduction,
the given requirements
among bodies of
an assembly are treated as variables in A CSP and the
possible mating features form the domain for each variable. If the number of variables is N, the domain size is
D (average), and the number of constraints is C, then
the search space would be on the order of O(CDN).
This shows the importance of reducing the domain size
D. Methods employing local arc/path-consistency
and
heuristics are used in searching for a solution to mitigate the combinatorics.
Input:
n relationships
among bodies (variables in
CSP), each of which is associated with a set of candidate mating features (the domain of the variable).
Output:
All the assembly configurations
that the
relative positions of bodies can be determined and that
satisfy the kinematic and the spatial constraints.
In the following we describe a three-step-algorithm
for finding a solution in ACSP:
Step one is setting up the constraint
satisfaction
graph.
Given the non-instantiated
kinematic
constraints (input) and all the possible mating features,
the system establishes
a two-layered graph. The top
layer has bodies as nodes and required relationships
among bodies as arcs (this is a dual graph of the actual constraint satisfaction
graph). The bottom layer

has candidate mating features as nodes and. the common symmetry groups between mating features as arcs.
Whenever
the domain size of one of the variables
is zero the process terminates.
Some primitive features such as cylindrical surface, surfaces with texture
threads, or gears have higher priority to be matched
first. Because such surfaces with given parameters are
relatively rare, so the probability
of being correctly
matched is higher.
Whenever two candidate
mating
features have the identity group as their common symmetry group, or the common symmetry
group is the
same as the symmetry group of one of the bodies to
which the features reside, the relative position of the
two related bodies can be uniquely determined and the
intersect predicate of PADL22 (Brown 1982) can then
be called for spatial occupancy checking. In this case,
node-consistency
is achieved locally.
Step two is reducing the domain size of each variable.
The following set of rules are applied in turn:
Mandatory
request law: if there is only one correspondence at the bottom level to a upper layer input
constraint
this mating feature pair has the highest
priority.
Therefore if one of the features is a nonsharable
feature3, then any other arcs pointing to
this feature should be deleted. The precondition
of
this rule corresponds to the case in CSP where the
/domain size of a variable is one. The effect of applying this rule can be propagated until the network is
quiescent.
Equivalent
feature law. A pair of features of a
body is said to be equivalent if they have the same
symmetry group and same dimensions and belong to
the same orbit.
A set of features Fi, 3’2, . ..F. of body B belong to
the same orbit if and only if there exists g E G
(the symmetry group of the body) such that g(Fi) =
= Fl. Since g(B) = B, the features perFi+l,g(F,)
mute among themselves under g while the body sits
still set-wise.
Being able to represent and reason
about these characteristics
the system will choose
only one out of a set of equivalent features. The reasoning for the chosen one can be applied to the rest
of the features in its orbit. For example, consider a
finite cylinder which has two identical ends: all the
reasoning about one end of the cylinder applies to
the other end of the cylinder. This rule shall be applied unless it causes the termination
of the process.
Arc/Path
consistency
derson 1986, Mackworth

checking
(Mohr & Hen1985) is a local consistency

2A solid geometric modeller PADL2 has been interfaced
with our planning system.
Its intersect predicate
returns
true if no interference of two specified bodies is found, false
otherwise.
3A predicate called sharable is applicable
to a pair of
features from distinct bodies.
It returns tme if a third
feature can also be mated simultaneously,
J&e otherwise.

checking method for CSPs which can be used to eliminate those arcs which will not lead to a conclusion.
Step three is checking the spatial constraint globally.
Firstly, we need to find all the subgraphs in the bottom
level (relating mating features) which are isomorphic
to the top level graph (relating bodies). Each of these
subgraphs is an instantiation
of the input requirements
on bodies. Secondly, the no-pairwise-interference
constraint is applied. When the relative position of a pair
of related bodies cannot be determined locally in step
one, this is the time to evaluate the situation globally
i.e. to see whether constraint from other bodies can be
used to decide the position. we have experimented
with
a simple and quick algorithm due to (Kramer
1990)
that solves certain algebraic equations geometrically.
This will be explained further in the examples.
Complexity analysis of the above algorithm:
Step one takes O(nd) time where n is the number of
relationships
among bodies and d is the domain size.
Step two uses the arc/path
consistency
checking
algorithms
described
in [2l] which has complexity
O(nd2) where d is the bound for domain sizes.
Step three needs to check s1 x sz... x s, combinations
where n is still the number of kinematic constraints and
si is the reduced domain size.
In summary, the planner starts by establishing
the
two layered constraint
satisfaction
graph.
Whenever
possible, node consistency checking is carried out. The
feature-level
graph is pruned by applying heuristics,
arc/path consistency checks. Finally, isomorphic subgroups are mapped from the feature-level to the bodylevel where the spatial occupancy constraint is applied
to each. The original network is thus transformed
into
smaller and smaller networks such that the final isomorphic graph matching can be performed on a much
slimmer graph.

Examples

and Discussion

In this section we describe and compare three examples
where different approaches are taken to determine relative positions so that the spatial occupancy constraint
can be applied.

Example

one

Each component of this assembly
The input goals are:
[goal
[goal

is shown in Figure

1.

1 Cf it
2 Cf it

bl b411
b2 b411
[goal 3 [fit b3 b411
The associated
bl
b2
b3
b4

:
:
:
:

compl
compl
compl
compl
compl2
compl3

=
=
=
=

compound
Cl
Cl
Cl
17

3
3
3
8

41,
41,
23,
91,

.
.
.
.

features
.
.
.
.

for each body:

.
.
.
.

= c7 10 133
= 17 11 123
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b6:

Figure

1: First

assembly

example

All of the mating feature pairs found from these sets are
non-sharable.
At step one, the symmetry
group computed
for each of these compound
features by the system is the
identity group, thus the relative position
of the two bodies on which the mating features reside can be determined
uniquely.
The planner applies the spatial occupancy
constraint on all pairs of mating bodies by using the PADL2
intersect
predicate.
Then a node consistent
network is
achieved.
At step two, intersection
is found by arc consistency checking (Figure 2). The process terminated
since
at least one domain is empty. After replacing to another set
of assembly components,
two solutions are found at the end
of step three i.e. the spatial constraint is satisfied globally.
**

[Or

fAnd

[iit

[fit
[fit
[And [fit
[fit
[fit

Cbl

compll

Lb2
[b3
Cbl
Cb2
Lb3

compll [b4
compll Lb4
cornpi] Cb4
compll Cb4
compll Lb4

Figure 2: A rejected
of Example one

compl2111
complll
comp131J
compl21]1]

The assembly components
of this
Figure 3. The input goals are:

assembly

are shown

in

Figure

=
=
=
=
=

f9
[7
[9
[7
[7

of each

body

are composed

of

103
83
101
91
83

All the potential mating feature pairs are non-sharable.
All the common
symmetry
groups of mating features are
sO(2),
which corresponds
to a revolute joint. Since SO( 2)
is an infinite group, node/arc
consistency
checking in step
ttoo cannot be applied immediately.
Although
CCWZ~~ and
comp2
of b3 are equivalent
features but dismissing
one
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assembly

example

[Or

[And

[fit
[fit

Cb3 compll
Cb3 comp21

Cbl comp211
Cb2 comp213

[fit [bl compll I32 compl13~
[And [fit Cb3 comp21 Cbl comp211

: compl = [7 83

comp2
b2 : compl
comp2
b3 : compl
comp2

3: Second

would cause the process to terminate so they are preserved.
At the step three, the following configurations
are proposed
after subgraph mapping:
**

[goal 1 [fit b3 bl]]
[goal
2 [fit
b3 b211
[goal 3 [fit bl b2]]

bl

solution

.

two

The compound
features
these primitive features:

and a confirmed

Cb4 compl311
compl]]

See Figure 2. Since bl and b2 each has two compound
features belonging
to the same feature orbit, there are actually eight different assembly configurations
found.

Example

solution

[fit
[fit

Cb3 compll
[bl compll

Cb2 comp211
Cb2 compl] 111

Although
the exact relative position
of b3 to bl is unknown from their mating features, the symmetry constraint
SO(2)
restricts bl to having only one degree of freedom
when it is fitted to b3: the rotation about the central axis
of their mating features.
As a matter of fact, every body
in this assembly is constrained
by two such revolute
joints.
Any pair of points coinciding
on the mating feature surfaces should have the same orbit under the action of the
common
symmetry
group of the feature pair. We picked
the center point at the bottom
of a cylinder,
concave or
convex, as the representative
point for a cylindrical
mating feature.
This is a good choice for cylinders
since its
orbit under the symmetry
group of the feature is itself (it

Top View of hod)’ b? with TWO
cylinders
comlrq out of the paper
I

ltat
ive

t

I

iOC1
mtersectlon
locusforned
t,:;
the
at thetangent rcraser.r3:lre
p2rr.t
.plnt
of’
ccntrl
of tz

Figure 5: Intersecting loci from compl of bl and compl
of b2
Figure 4: When b2 is fitted to b3, the representative
points of the fitted features coincide, the orbit of the
other representative point forms a locus under this revolute motion
is invariant under actions by any member of the symmetry
group). Therefore the two representative
points of a pair of
mating features should be coincident all the time when the
bodies fit (Figure 4). Figure 5 shows that the orbit of the
representative
point on feature compl
of b2 forms a locus
under the symmetry
group of feature comp2 of the same
body, and same is illustrated
for the representative
point
of feature compl
on body bl. The intersection
of these
two loci is the only possible position for the representative
points of compl
of bl and compl
of b2 to be coincident.
Thus it uniquely determines the relative positions
of bodies bl and b2 such that both mating relationships
can be
satisfied simultaneously.
Finally, the spatial constraint
is
applied and both sets of possible mating feature pairs are
confirmed to be solutions.

Example

Three

Figure 6 shows an assembly containing
a mating feature
pair of triangle shape. This is the case where the symmetry
group of the mating feature is the same symmetry group as
the symmetry
group of the body thus the relative position
can be uniquely determined.
Due to length limit, we omit
the detail here.

Discussion
In conclusion,
this paper describes the use of constraint satisfaction networks to reify assembly configurations
which
are composed
of possible mating feature pairs related by
symmetry
constraints,
i.e.
the symmetry
groups shared
by the mating feature pairs.
This work has been implemented in POPLOG
on the SUN workstation
under OS
4.0. Through this work one can see that the performance
of a special CSP depends strongly on how well the domain
dependent
subproblems
have been solved.
The domain
dependent
constraint
application:
finding possible mating

Figure

6: An example

containing

non-revolute

joint

features, finding positions,
finding intersections
etc., dominates the implementation
as well. This seems to suggest
that an effective combination
of artificial intelligence
and
robotics
must be woven together at each problem
solving
step.
The bottleneck
of ACSP is the determination
of the relative position of bodies so that the spatial constraint
can be
applied. The usefulness of symmetry constraints is reflected
in the fact that when the identity group is present, the relative position can be computed
uniquely. When no identity
groups are present, we can apply the representative-pointintersection
method to find possible locations
or to claim
that no solution exists. Things become more complicated
when a symmetry
constraint
network is underconstrained,
i.e. relative motions
are allowed in an assembly
for certain functional
purposes,
such as a pair of scissors.
One
plausible way to deal with this is simply to sweep the body
concerned under the symmetry group of its constantly
contacting features, then intersect this swept volume with the
rest of the assembly. If no intersection
is detected,
the kinematic constraint is correctly instantiated, otherwise the intersected volumes set up boundaries (or intervals, label set
[5]) on the kinematic constraint.
PADLZ does not have the
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ability to sweep a body therefore we have not yet experimented with these.
Our method cannot be complete even for assemblies with
no residual degrees of freedom since it is possible to define
assemblies that require the solution of a polynomial
equation of arbitrarily
high degree (Hopcroft,
Joseph & Whitesides 198?),and the geometric methods we use cannot generate solutions of such equations.
However in any practical
assembly,
only a small portion
of the assembly
planning
problem will require the solution of such equations; the majority of the relationships
should be amenable
to analysis
by our methods.
Our system could well be complemented
by harnessing it to a system capable of treating a full range
of polynomial
equations as envisaged by Canny [4].
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